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The Rand extended gains yesterday, testing that R14.00/$ level for the fourth time this month. Unfortunately, just 

like the other three times, following the brief dip below, the local unit pulled back and was unable to close below the 

psychological level. The Rand reached a low of R13.9657/$ before ending the day at R14.0003/$.

Now the spotlight turns directly to SA today, with the release of April inflation figures due at 10am where market 

expects headline inflation to print at 4.1% YoY. Today’s release will set the stage for tomorrow’s interest rate 

decision where expectation is for rates to be kept on hold.

Other releases on the day include local Retail Sales data and UK CPI and PPI data. We expect today’s releases to be a 

primary driver of the currency today but note that global sentiment will still have some sway. 
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The dollar extended losses yesterday, the dollar index sliding further against rivals in its basket. A fear of interest rate 

hikes is subsiding, with US Treasury yields also quite stagnant, as high inflation figures may only be considered 

transitory as the economy picks up. 

The euro traded firmly above the $1.2200 level, finding support in dollar weakness despite rising Eurozone yields. An 

uptick in the bloc’s exports also offers a boost for the euro as demand surges on both ends. The euro closed out at it 

strongest for the day at $1.2230.

The pound tested the $1.4200 resistance level multiple times yesterday but failed to sustain momentum, as the 

lifting of lockdown restrictions and strong UK employment data printed yesterday are buoys for positive sentiment. 
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